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 With an ROLI Seaboard, it opens up a whole new world of music production possibilities, as it has been designed to connect directly to your PC via USB, meaning you can plug it into your MacBook or any other USB-capable computer and start recording instantly. HALion Sonic SE lets you record up to 16 channels of audio simultaneously, or record all available audio channels in a single sequence,
which can be triggered using an MIDI note from your choice of instruments. You can even use HALion Sonic to record four simultaneous drum kits and automatically send one to your drum sampler. It’s ideal for music creators who want to use an ROLI Seaboard or other USB interface as a drum machine, or even a MIDI sequencer. HALion Sonic SE works with a wide range of music apps on Mac

OS X, including GarageBand and iMaschine. For more details, read the Mac Guide. Once loaded with content, HALion Sonic SE works in the same way as HALion Sonic, and you can use your favorite software to create and sequence sounds using up to 16 instruments and drums simultaneously. HALion Sonic SE can also be used in conjunction with the ROLI Seaboard to trigger multiple MIDI notes
simultaneously, such as on a Mellotron-style keyboard or other instruments. Once you’ve created your music, you can then import it into HALion Sonic SE’s powerful Sound Clips feature, to edit and re-sequence it within HALion Sonic. Once you’ve made your changes and loaded them back into HALion Sonic SE, you can play it back on a USB-connected keyboard, or share it via an Audio Unit or

other audio stream over the internet. In detail Loading content HALion Sonic SE includes the Soni-Control virtual instrument and Soni-Sync virtual drum sampler. To load the Soni-Control instrument and the Soni-Sync drum sampler into HALion Sonic SE, connect HALion Sonic SE to a USB-connected keyboard, or plug it into your Mac via USB. Once loaded, simply press record and HALion Sonic
SE will record every available audio channel on your keyboard, splitting the audio into sixteen sections. This section can then be loaded into HALion Sonic SE and used as one of sixteen instruments. Each of these sections can be assigned a different instrument, allowing for a 82157476af
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